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L E T T E R S TO T H E E D I T O R

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Chemical Reactions near Equilibrium
W. R. GILKERSON.*M. M. JONES,? AND G. A. GALLUP*
Untveusrty of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
(Received May 1, 1952)

I

If we assume that

~f

= nr

N seeming contradiction to usual deductions from thermo-

dynamics, it has been shown by De Donderi on the basis of
his affinity function, by Prigogine2 on the basis of the ChapmanEnskog model, and by Manes, Hofer, and Wellers using purely
mathematical me.thods, that the rate of a chemical reaction close
to equilibrium is directly proportional to the free energy difference
between reactants and products. This relation may be shown to
be a consequence of the theory of absolute reaction rates, also.
If one has the generalized reaction

where A F , ~ . is the free energy of activation of the forward
reaction a t any concentration, A F , ~is the free energy of activa~ is the
tion of the reverse reaction at any concentration, A F to
standard free energy of activation of the forward reaction, and
AF,~' is the standard free energy of activation for the reverse
reaction. ai is the activity of the ith component and a t is the
activity of the activated complex.
We may now write the expressions for the rate constants of
the forward and reverse reactions as

If the reaction is close enough to equilibrium, A F , ~ / R T < < I ,

AF,I/RT<<~,and

where A F = A F , ~ - - A F3 ~ and N is Avogadro9s number. This
approximation also becomes better as the temperature becomes
higher.
Near equilibrium, as will be approximately constant and the
rate becomes directly proportional to the free energy change.
It is to be noted that this development indicates such behavior
only in the limit. Some experimental results in the literature
support this contention. This development also indicates that
attempts to apply this treatment to the kinetics of reactions not
very close to ecluilibrium will not be successful.
The most useful form of the absolute reaction sate theory
involves the Gibbs free energy. However, as Manes d al., show,
the mathematical analysis can be carried out for any thern-irtdynamic state function. So long as the condilions on the reaction
are appropriate, any state function may be used En the absolute
reaction rate theory to obtain results analogous to those of
Manes.
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The expression for the rate of this reaction becomes

De Dander, L'afihite (Ga~thier~Villars,
Paris, France, 1927).
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1947). 8 Manes, Hafer, and Weller, J. Chem. Phys. 18, 1355 (19.50).
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